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growing to the
challenge
Natura’s garden philosophy
has taken root and is
thriving across the Algarve
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Jean Claude, founder and creator of

Almancil and Porches are a veritable

Natura Garden and Landscape Designers,

wonderland for the discerning gardener.

with over 20 years’ experience, has

With a vast choice of indoor and outdoor

been instrumental in promoting a more

plants, trees and shrubs, plus invaluable

ecological way of landscape design in
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Mention ‘garden’ to most people and

advice on all horticultural matters,

the Algarve. His passion and enthusiasm

they will immediately think of flower,

Natura are at the forefront in helping

for the region’s climate and natural

bush, tree or lawn. Few will imagine

you create that ‘perfect canvas’.

beauty is reflected in his many projects
and commitment to gardening needs.

‘structure’ or ‘layout’ as the primary

The recent addition of a cavernous

or fundamental elements. Of course, a

new greenhouse at Natura in Almancil

Jean Claude has been instrumental not

garden wouldn’t be a garden without

has enabled Jean Claude de France,

only in using classic indigenous varieties

flowers, plants and trees - but then

founder and avid campaigner for the

of trees and plants that once flourished

a painting wouldn’t be a painting

‘Mediterranean Garden’ to offer an even

in the Algarve, but also successfully

without a canvas and board.

wider choice of plants and shrubs.

introducing other varieties that thrive
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in this environment. This success has
enabled him to expand from the original
Natura at Porches to open a second garden
centre in Almancil.
His

other

great

passion

is

the

preservation of Portugal’s olive trees. The
Oliveiralentejo project was established to
save these wonderful ancient specimens,
which are symbols of peace, wisdom and
triumph. With over 6,000 trees having
been successfully transplanted, not only
to the Algarve but also to France, Spain,
Belgium and Holland; plus an incredible
12,000 trees in stock, Jean Claude’s
crusade has enabled a thriving business to
expand and develop otherwise-deprived
areas of the Alentejo region.

With over 60 employees and seven
languages spoken, Natura is a highly
professional gardening enterprise able
to cover all aspects of garden design,
complete landscaping projects, irrigation,
maintenance and horticultural advice,
from a private villa to a large residential
development.
Natura’s commitment to clients is
categorically clear: ‘Environmentally
aware, water consumption sensitive
and, above all, aesthetically refined’.

Further information
Natura Garden Centre
Almancil
+351 289 396 106
Porches
+351 282 381 066
naturalgarve@mail.telepac.pt
www.naturalgarve.com
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